
 

"Gets the MAC address of the user's Microsoft Keyboard and Mouse device" (see Accessing
Keyboard/Mouse Input under this GoogleDocument. This works best if you have just one user, as it may
return a "0" "Gets the IP address of the user's Google Chrome device" (see Accessing Keyboard/Mouse
Input under this GoogleDocument. This only works on a LAN and will return the IP of the user's LAN
connection, or if they are on the public internet a "0" "Gets the IP address of the user's Microsoft Edge
device" (see Accessing Keyboard/Mouse Input under this GoogleDocument. This only works on a LAN and
will return the IP of the user's LAN connection, or if they are on the public internet a "0" "Gets the
username of the user's Google Chrome device" (see Accessing Keyboard/Mouse Input under this
GoogleDocument. This only works on a LAN and will return the user name of the user, or if they are on the
public internet a "0" "Gets the username of the user's Microsoft Edge device" (see Accessing
Keyboard/Mouse Input under this GoogleDocument. This only works on a LAN and will return the user
name of the user, or if they are on the public internet a "0" "Gets the email address of the user's Google
Chrome device" (see Accessing Keyboard/Mouse Input under this GoogleDocument. This only works on a
LAN and will return the user's email address, or if they are on the public internet a "0" "Gets the email
address of the user's Microsoft Edge device" (see Accessing Keyboard/Mouse Input under this
GoogleDocument. This only works on a LAN and will return the user's email address, or if they are on the
public internet a "0" "Gets the name of the user's Google Chrome device" (see Accessing Keyboard/Mouse
Input under this GoogleDocument. This only works on a LAN and will return the user's name, or if they are
on the public internet a "0" "Gets the name of the user's Microsoft Edge device" (see Accessing
Keyboard/Mouse Input under this GoogleDocument. This only works on a LAN and will return the user's
name, or if they are on the public internet a "0" "Gets the IP address of the user's Microsoft Windows
device" (see Accessing Keyboard/Mouse 70238732e0
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Screens can be tinted for everyone, especially for students with Dyslexia, or if you wish to tint the screen
for the colour blind. • No more buying expensive monitors with tinted screens • No more having to put
masking tape over the screen to block out harmful blue light • No more buying expensive blue light filters •
No more adding horrible filters to your screens • No more tinting the screen and still losing calibration • No
more damaged screens • No more waiting for the screens to come back • No more frustration Keymacro
4.0 Highlights: - New HD/Ultra HD Retina and 4K Resolution support - Detects your mac screen size and
automatically sets the application to the correct Screen Resolution - New "Quick Layout" checkbox allows
for an easy to use intuitive layout - New "Random" checkbox to ensure your favorite colour is set each time
you start the application - Easy to use "Settings" menu to change all of the options, including the new
"Quick Layout" - Easily select an application colour of your choice - Easily select a Screen Resoluton (1920
x 1200, 2560 x 1440 or 3840 x 2160) - Easily select the Screen tinting for students with Dyslexia or colour
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blind (without a whole lot of fiddling) - Easily select a Screen tinting for colour blind (without a whole lot
of fiddling) - Easily select a Screen tinting for Dyslexia (without a whole lot of fiddling) - Easily select a
Screen tinting for Blue Light Blocker (without a whole lot of fiddling) - Easily select a Screen tinting for
Green Tint (without a whole lot of fiddling) - Easily select a Screen tinting for Blue Tint (without a whole
lot of fiddling) - Easily select a Screen tinting for Red Tint (without a whole lot of fiddling) - All colour
options are accurate at all OS's running on a Mac - New hidden "Quick Layout" option is the best for those
who dislike fiddling with the layout - New "Random" option for your favourite colour - New "Settings"
menu is the most basic of settings with an easy to use interface - New Screen Resolution options (1920 x
1200, 2560 x 1440 or 3840 x 2160) - New "Reset to factory defaults" button to reset
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